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frazeologia)”, supervisor: prof. dr hab. Edward Breza,  

2000 – Phd in linguistics, Philological Faculty, Jagiellonian University; Thesis:   

„Analiza porównawcza słownego opisu sceny u chorych z afazją i u osób zdrowych w 

kategoriach językoznawstwa kognitywnego”, supervisor:  prof. dr hab. Elżbieta 

Muskat-Tabakowska. 

1992  - Speech Therapeutist, Gdansk University,  

1996  - Speech Therapeutist, Polish Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics, 

2006  - Neuro-Imaging Specialist, Jagiellonian University.  

 

3. Employment  

1993-95 assistant, Clinic of Neurology, Collegium Medicum, Jagiellonian University,  

1995-2000 Phd student in linguistics, Philological Faculty, Jagiellonian University,  

2004-2008  assistant, Department of Computational Linguistics, Jagiellonian 
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2008 -  assistant professor, Department of Computational Linguistics, Jagiellonian 
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4. The Main Achievement 

   From 2011 to 2014 I conducted a cyclical experiment on free word associations
1
, whose 

goal was the creation of an Experimental Network of the Polish Language. Let’s assume that 

a lexical network is an experimental model of a lexical network created from lexemes and 

links (associations) between lexemes. An analysis of the properties of this network as well as 

the manner in which this network represents the meaning of lexemes, is presented in my 

monograph:  

An Experimental Lexical Network of the Polish Language - Eksperymentalna sieć 

leksykalna języka polskiego, Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego,  Kraków, 

2017. 

 

0. Introduction   

  More than a hundred years of experience have indicated, that the best method to extract links 

(associations) between the meanings of lexemes free of researcher suggestion and 

independent of the groups being researched, was a test of free word association created by 

two psychiatrists (Kent, Rosanoff 1910) in which the person who is the subject of the research 

utters the first word which comes to mind after comprehending the lexical stimulus. As a 

result of this test, the lexical unit used as a stimulus, attains a characteristic, created by 

lexemes provided by those who are the subject of the research, in response to the stimulus, 

e.g. for the stimulus house we obtain a response of familial, dwelling, family, peace and quiet, 

                                                           
1  Test swobodnych skojarzeń słownych is a term introduced by Ida Kurcz (1967) as an equivalent to the English 

term of  “the free word association test”. 
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warmth, garden, roof, mom…, segregated according to the number of people, who rendered a 

specific response. Several times, when this test of free word associations was employed, for 

the list of stimuli provided by Kent and Rosanoff  (Schellenberg, 1930, W. A. Russell and J. 

Jenkins 1954, Palermo Jenkins, 1964) a repetitiveness of the associations to a specific 

stimulus has been observed, independent of the group which was being researched. Kent and 

Rosanoff conducted their experiment on a group of 1000 psychological healthy men and 

women in various age groups, who came from different social milieus and possessed varied 

levels of education. Successive experiments were conducted on university students: 

Schellenberg (1930), W. A. Russell and J. Jenkins (1954), and Palermo and J. Jenkins (1964)   

conducted parallel research on 500 eight grade pupils and on 1000 university students. This 

repetitiveness of associations may also be observed in research conducted in languages other 

than English. Polish is no exception, which is manifested in a partitive  comparison of results 

obtained by Kurcz (1967), Gawarkiewicz et al (2008) and Gatkowska (2015, 2016).       

 James Deese (1964, 1965) when analyzing the results of free word association tests, was of 

the opinion that the group of lexemes linked  (associated) with the stimulus lexeme, define the 

meaning of the stimulus, and he called this meaning as defined in the experiments as an 

associative meaning. It’s easily discernible, that Deese’s treating of this group of associations 

as a definition is non-contradictory with a definition proposed by J. Lyons (1968 pg. 443): 

„As far as the empirical investigation of the structure of language is concerned, the 

sense of a lexical item may be defined to be, not only dependent upon, but identical 

with, the set of relations which hold between the item in question and other items in 

the same lexical system.”.  

An experimental definition of this meaning could be augmented by conducting a cyclic 

experiment, which means the employing those responses obtained in the first research cycle, 

as a stimuli in the next, successive cycle. The stimuli and collection of responses create a 

network, containing a significantly richer characteristic of lexemes, than was obtained as a 

result of the test conducted in the single cycle. The first cyclic experiment was conducted by 

the creators of the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy, and Piper 

1973).  

   The creation of this network, which came about as the result of a cyclical experiment, is 

illustrated in this author’s lexical network. If we assume that lexical stimuli exists, such as 

sea, water, river and ocean as well as associations, that is pairs of stimuli – responses such as 

sea → water, sea → river, sea → ocean,  river → ocean, ocean → sea, water → river, river 

→ torrent, then a collection of pairs of stimuli – responses creates a network in the form of: 

                                                      torrent 

  

                                            water                                     

                                                       river 

                                

            

                                                       sea    

       

                                                                                   

 

                                                                   ocean                                      
The lexemes are the nodes of a network, while the arrows indicate the links and their 

direction – always from the stimulus to the response. Link of such a defined direction occur 

between two nodes of the network, such as water → river is for the node water an outgoing  

link and for the node river an incoming link. Therefore, in the example of the node in the 

network of sea, there are three outgoing links: sea → water, sea → river, sea → ocean as 
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well as one incoming node sea ← ocean.  Reflexive links are those links which occur 

between nodes, which in the experiment were  reversibly the stimulus and the response, for 

example sea → ocean as well as  ocean → sea, abbreviated as sea ↔ ocean. The sequence of 

links creates a path in the network for example ocean → sea → water, where  ocean is the  

initial node, and water is the  final node of the path. The length of the path is defined by the 

number of nodes, does not have a formal limitation. We can distinguish two types of paths in 

the lexical network: an open and a closed one. Closed paths are those in which a specific node 

(lexeme) is at the same time an initial and final node in the path, for example   sea → water 

→ river → ocean → sea. A specific node may initiate a number of closed paths in a cited 

example, and will be a sequence of links:  sea → water → river → ocean → sea as well as 

sea  → river →  ocean  → sea.  Open paths are those paths which the initial node of the path 

is different from the final node: the following paths would serve as an example here: sea → 

water → river → torrent as well as sea →  river → torrent. Each link between two nodes in 

the network, for example water → river is called a direct link therefore all incoming and 

outgoing links are direct links. There are direct links which exist in the network however, 

which possess the property of being able to replace an open path, in which one of the nodes is 

an initial and another node is a final node in the path. Such links are called remote links. 

Remote links are not interpreted through the aid of direct semantic dependencies. A good 

empirical example of a remote association is the ram → sweater, which in our experimental 

network corresponds to the path:  ram →  fleece→ wool →  sweater.  

I distinguish two types of nodes in the experimental network, complete nodes, which have 

incoming and outgoing links, and reduced nodes – which possess only incoming nodes, a 

shown in the scheme above for the word torrent.   

   Each link in the network constructed with the aid of the free word  association experiment 

has an association strength. The association strength is the relation of the total number of 

researched persons to the number of persons linking stimulus A with the response B. For 

example, when the number of all those researched, who gave a response to stimulus A totals 

95, of which 49 people answered to B the association strength  of A and B equals 52% (49/95 

after being rounded off).    

   Every direct link in the network may be interpreted qualitatively, e.g.  cabbage → plant is a 

hyponymic link,  while  house → chimney is a meronymic link.  If we accept, that lexical 

relations have a direction, and hence hyponymy from subordinate meaning  to superordinate, 

and meronymy  from a part to the whole, we may observe that the experimentally obtained 

direction of links is independent of the direction of the lexical relation.  

   Every lexeme (node) which is linked in the network with other lexemes (nodes) creates a 

sub-network, which is called the subnet of lexical node. If a lexeme, a node in the network, 

has several meanings, for instance cabbage “plant” and “dish” (course of food, fare) in the 

subnet of lexical node we will be able to distinguish a subnets that are specific to meanings, in 

this case a subnets for “plant” and “dish”.   

   We may therefore accept that the experimental manner of defining the meaning of a lexical 

entity supplies a valuable comparative material, because the definition of meaning, which has 

been selected by the linguistic mechanism of the people being researched, is the collection of 

lexemes linked with the defined lexeme independent from the contexts of a sentence. One 

could therefore compare the meanings distinguished in the network with the meanings 

distinguished by lexicographers, in order to find for example, if there appear in the network 

meanings for the lexeme house noted by dictionaries and distinguished on the basis of 

metaphorical expressions, such as wake up the whole house (i.e. everyone in the house) or  

she had the house on her head  (i.e. she had the house and everyone in the house to worry 

about).   
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1. The Author’s Experiment   

Results obtained from previous research (Palermo and Jenkins, 1964, Kiss, Armstrong, 

Millory, Piper, 1973, Kurcz, 1967) permitted this author to design her experiment, as cyclical 

research. This experiment was conducted in a laboratory conditions, from 2011 – 2014, and 

performed research on more than 900 university students from the Jagiellonian University and 

the Academy of Mining and Metallurgy in Krakow, that is from institutions of higher 

education, which possess students from various social milieus and geographical areas of 

Poland. Some 322 lexemes stimuli formed the basis of the experiment: 63 noun from the 

Kent-Rosanoff list as translated by I. Kurcz (1967) as well as 259 lexemes, which were the 

most often repeated responses to these stimuli as manifested in the I. Kurcz experiment 

(1967). The results of the experiment produced a lexical network of 10,448 lexemes (network 

nodes) and 35,170 links between lexemes, after excluding proper names, phrases, and 

misspelled responses.    

Choice of Stimuli 

   The linguistic basis of my experiment was formed by the stimuli lexemes employed in 

Grace Kent and Aaron J. Rosanoff experiment from 1910, where there are 100 stimuli 

lexemes. A complete version of the Kent-Rosanoff list was translated into Polish and used by 

Ida Kurcz in her free word association test, results of which were published in 1967. 

Nevertheless it should be stressed that not all of the stimuli in the Kent - Rosanoff test were 

employed in my experiment, as my goal was not to replicate their experiment, but rather to 

construct an experimental lexical network of the Polish language. In order to obtain this goal, 

I had to plan a cyclical experiment.    

   In the first cycle of the research, I used only 63 nouns for the stimuli – these are the so-

called primary stimuli. These are, (in the I cycle, random ordering):   

stół, muzyka, choroba, mężczyzna, jedzenie, góra, dom, baranina, ręka, owoc, motyl, krzesło, 

kobieta, rzeka, okno, stopa, pająk, igła, złość, dywan, dziewczyna, praca, ziemia, kłopot, 

żołnierz, kapusta, orzeł, żołądek, łodyga, lampa, chleb, sprawiedliwość, chłopiec, światło, 

zdrowie, Biblia, pamięć, owca, chata, ksiądz, ocean, głowa, religia, wódka, dziecko, młotek, 

miasto, masło, doktor, złodziej, lew, radość, łóżko, tytoń, niemowlę, księżyc, nożyczki, sól, 

ulica, król, ser, kwiecie, obawa. 

This list includes lexemes which are quite semantically varied: from natural living to concrete 

and abstract artifacts.   

   In the second cycle the strongest associations to the primary stimuli obtained in the Kurcz 

experiment were used. Five of the strongest associations to each primary stimulus were used – 

these are the so-called secondary stimuli which totaled 259. The reduced number of secondary 

stimuli results from the fact that, if a certain lexeme appears in the group of the 5 most 

frequent responses for several primary stimuli, this lexeme will appear in the group of stimuli 

of the secondary cycle only once. The secondary stimuli (II cycle, alphabetically) are: 

alkohol, bandyta,  baran, biała, biały, bielinek, bogata, boleć, boli, Bóg, ból, but, butelka, 

ciąć, ciemna, ciemno, ciemność, cienka, ciężka, ciężki, cukier, czarna, czarny, czerstwy, 

czerwona, człowiek, czysta, dłoń, długa, do papieru, dobra, dobre, dojrzały, dolina, dół, 

drewniany, duchowny, duża, duże, duży, dym, dziura, egzamin, fajka, fartuch, głęboka, 

głęboki, głód, gniew, godło, gorzka, grypa, grzywa, gwóźdź, jabłko, jasne, jasność, jasny, jazz, 

kara, karabin, katolicka, kieliszek, kieszonkowiec, kieszonkowy, kiszona, kolorowy, korona, 

kościół, kowadło, kradzież, kraść, krawiec, królowa, krótka, krzyk, krzyżak, książka, księga, 

kula, kwaśna, kwiat, Lear, lekarz, lekka, lęk, liść, luna, ładna, ładny, łąka, Maciuś, małe, mały, 

margaryna, maślane, matka, mądra, mebel, medycyna, mieszkanie, miękki, miękkie, mięso, 

mija, miłe, miły, mleko, młoda, młody, moja, morze, mój, mózg, mucha, mundur, na świat, 

naftowa, narzędzie, nauka, nerwy, nić, nie ma, niepokój, niesprawiedliwość, nieujarzmione, 

nitka, noc, noga, obiad, obowiązek, obrońca, okrągła, okrągły, ostre, ostry, otwarte, owad, 

http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/alkohol
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bandyta
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/baran
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bia%C5%82a
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bia%C5%82y
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bielinek
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bogata
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/bole%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/boli
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/B%C3%B3g
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/b%C3%B3l
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/but
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/butelka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ci%C4%85%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ciemna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ciemno
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ciemno%C5%9B%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/cienka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ci%C4%99%C5%BCka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ci%C4%99%C5%BCki
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/cukier
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/czarna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/czarny
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/czerstwy
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/czerwona
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/cz%C5%82owiek
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/czysta
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/d%C5%82o%C5%84
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/d%C5%82uga
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/do%20papieru
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dobra
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dobre
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dojrza%C5%82y
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dolina
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/d%C3%B3%C5%82
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/drewniany
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/duchowny
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/du%C5%BCa
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/du%C5%BCe
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/du%C5%BCy
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dym
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/dziura
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/egzamin
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/fajka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/fartuch
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/g%C5%82%C4%99boka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/g%C5%82%C4%99boki
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/g%C5%82%C3%B3d
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/gniew
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/god%C5%82o
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/gorzka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/grypa
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/grzywa
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/gw%C3%B3%C5%BAd%C5%BA
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/jab%C5%82ko
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/jasne
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/jasno%C5%9B%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/jasny
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/jazz
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kara
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/karabin
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/katolicka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kieliszek
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kieszonkowiec
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kieszonkowy
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kiszona
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kolorowy
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/korona
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ko%C5%9Bci%C3%B3%C5%82
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kowad%C5%82o
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kradzie%C5%BC
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kra%C5%9B%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/krawiec
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kr%C3%B3lowa
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kr%C3%B3tka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/krzyk
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/krzy%C5%BCak
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ksi%C4%85%C5%BCka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ksi%C4%99ga
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kula
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kwa%C5%9Bna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/kwiat
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/Lear
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/lekarz
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/lekka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/l%C4%99k
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/li%C5%9B%C4%87
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/luna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/%C5%82adna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/%C5%82adny
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/%C5%82%C4%85ka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/Maciu%C5%9B
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ma%C5%82e
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ma%C5%82y
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/margaryna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/ma%C5%9Blane
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/matka
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/m%C4%85dra
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mebel
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/medycyna
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mieszkanie
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mi%C4%99kki
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mi%C4%99kkie
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mi%C4%99so
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mija
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mi%C5%82e
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mi%C5%82y
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mleko
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/m%C5%82oda
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/m%C5%82ody
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/moja
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/morze
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/m%C3%B3j
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/m%C3%B3zg
http://orzech.wzks.uj.edu.pl/skojarzenia/show/occur_view/mucha
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pajęczyna, palce, palenie, palić, papieros, pełnia, pełny, perski, pielucha, pieluszka, pieniądz, 

piękna, piękny, pijak, planeta, płacz, płacze, płaska, płonna, płynąć, podłoga, pokój, polski, 

pościel, poważna, powszedni, prawa, prawo, proboszcz, przed, przystojny, ptak, pusta, pusty, 

puszysty, razowy, reszka, rodzinny, roślina, róża, ruch, ryczeć, sąd, sen, sędzia, siadać, sieć, 

silny, słodki, słona, słoneczne, słońce, smaczna, smaczne, smaczny, smutek, soczysty, spać, 

spokojny, społeczna, strach, sutanna, szczyt, szeroka, szerokie, szkodzi, szlachetne, 

szwajcarski, szyba, śmiech, śpiew, świecąca, świecić, świeże, świeży, święta, Tatry, tłusta, 

tłuszcz, tron, troska, trud, twarda, ucho, uśmiech, Warszawa, wełna, wiara, wiejska, wieku, 

Wieliczka, wielka, wielki, wieś, wiosna, wisieć, Wisła, wisząca, władca, włosy, woda, wojsko, 

wuja Toma, wygodne, wysiłek, wysoka, wysoki, z dziurami, za wsią, zakaźna, zawodna, 

zielona, zły, zmartwienie, zoo, zwierzę, żelazny, żelazo, żółty, życie, życiowa. 

   In the first and the secondary cycle some 322 stimuli were employed. The grammatical 

structure of the stimuli as used in the experiment are as follows: 195 nouns, 96 adjectives, 15 

verbs, 2 pronouns, 1 adverb, 1 preposition, 7 proper names, as well as 5 phrases. The number 

of stimuli chosen for the experiment resulted from practical causes. Since research conducted 

on a large groups of people under controlled conditions must last a relatively long time, all 

primary and secondary stimuli must be presented to the group being researched over the 

course of one session. I have checked our experience, and the greater the number of stimuli, 

the greater the possibility of overloading the perception of the participants of the experiment. 

The number of stimuli chosen, however, is within the boundaries of the perceptive capabilities 

of the participants, and provide a basis for this test to be conducted completely, and sensibly.   

 

People Researched 
Over the course of the experiment, which I conducted from 2011 – 2014, research was 

conducted on 900 university students from the Jagiellonian University and the AGH Academy 

of Mining and Metallurgy in Krakow. Those being researched, were native speakers of Polish, 

who came from all over Poland, and various social milieus, and who had various majors. 

Their age group was 19 – 24.  There were no students who were majoring in philology or 

psychology, as their knowledge of language could have possibly influenced the test results. 

On the basis of data originating from the association tests for English, we know the value of 

the results, that is of the experimental lexical dependencies manifested, it is not essential that 

the participants be adults, (see Kent – Rosanoff) or university students (see Schellenberg , W. 

A. Russell and J. Jenkins, Kiss, Armstrong, Millory, Piper, 1973), we therefore assumed that 

the group being researched, would supply reliable information concerning the dependencies 

arising between lexemes in the lexical system of the Polish language.  

 

Experiment Implementation – Computer Tools 

The experiment was conducted under controlled conditions. The research was anonymous, 

and participants were required only to state their age and sex. The test was held in a computer 

laboratory, utilizing a specially designed computer system (Godny 2013), an innovation 

regarding previously conducted research for the Polish language. Priori research, which had 

more than 500 participants (Kurcz, 1967, Gawarkiewicz, et al., 2008) used forms printed on 

paper, which allowed the participants to choose the order of comprehended stimuli, providing 

at the same time the possibility of returning to those stimuli, to which they hadn’t responded.   

The experiment was run in the following method: each participant had a computer at his 

disposal, which showed the stimuli on the screen. The command was: „write down the first 

word that comes to your mind after reading and understanding the stimulus word”. The 

participant had a specific amount of time (5 seconds), to commence writing his response 

(association). Due to this method of organization, (of the experiment), the participant did not 

have the possibility of returning to the stimulus, which appeared on the screen earlier 
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(backtracking). He therefore couldn’t correct an answer once it was given, nor could he fill in 

responses which were missing, which was possible with experiments which employed the 

traditional method using paper forms. The stimuli were presented in a random order.    

 

Results 

It could be affirmed, that the algorithm guiding the course of the experiment required a 

spontaneity of lexical associations, thereby providing data essential for linguistics and 

psychology. As a result of the experiment, I was able to obtain the following:    

Lexical Data   

- a lexical network   created from a stimulus – response pairs projecting an experimental 

structure of a fragment of a lexical system of the Polish language;  

- the association strength between lexemes appearing in the network, which indicate a 

preferred spontaneous link, which at the same time allows a distinction of those meanings of 

stimuli lexemes preferred by the participants in the experiment;  

- the direction of the links in the network permitting the establishment of paths, clarifying 

remote links.   

Psycholinguistic Data  

- a measurement of the reaction time of each participant of the research  – is information 

which allows us to observe, if an intellectual process occurred, i.e. did the participant 

recognize the significance of the stimulus, and did he give a response in the required time. I 

assumed that an exceptionally short reaction time, that is, up to 1 second, would not permit a 

response to the question, which is essential for the results of the experiment. This supposition 

had an empirical basis: it results from an analysis of the responses and reaction times of the 

participants;  

- empty answers compose valuable information concerning the recognition of the meaning of 

the stimuli by the participant. They certainly send a signal regarding the identification of the 

significance of the stimulus. In the instance of the empty answers submitted by several 

hundred participants, they constitute valuable information regarding the level of difficulty in 

recognizing this meaning. Empty answers may also be the result of an intellectual process 

(thinking) which ended up as a fiasco. We can confirm this, due to an exceptionally long 

reaction time (examples: 47.81 seconds for big, 22.77 seconds for person, 35.26 seconds for 

peaceful .I’ve already presented an initial analysis of empty answers in another text 

(Gatkowska, 2015a). The analysis indicates, that an essential factor influencing the number of 

temporary answers is the fact that, the computer system renders it impossible for a participant 

to return to a stimulus which has been omitted; 

- responses containing a clear admission of a lack of knowledge of the stimulus;   

-copied response – is often given quickly and as a rule, is the same response given by the 

same participant, for various stimuli. Such responses are not terribly numerous, and may 

signalize a change in the attitude of the subject, because they appear only after a series of 

spontaneous responses:   

- sex of the participant   – which allows us to determine if the sex of the participant influence 

the test results;   

- major of university studies   – this information is registered by those conducting the 

experiment, and allows us to research in what manner the focus of studies has any 

significance on the responses rendered.    

Psycholinguistic data, require a separate analysis, which will be undertaken in further 

research.  
   When summarizing it should be mentioned, that the cyclicity of the experiment as well as 

using a computer system during this research, are innovations when conducting research on 

Polish vocabulary, and distinguishes my research from that of my predecessors.   
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2. The General Characteristics of the Experimental Network of the Polish Language  

As a result of this experiment, in which 322 stimuli were employed (63 in the first phase, and 

259 in the second) I obtained a network in which there appears: 10,448 lexical nodes 

(dictionary entries) as well as 35,170 links between nodes – data obtained after deducting 

proper names, i.e. city - Warsaw, river – Vistula, and phrases i.e. hut – outside of the village, 

uncle – Tom, responses which were misspelled and copied responses, which appeared as 

responses to the 322 stimuli.     

 

The Characteristics of Network Nodes 

The classification of network nodes was introduced semi-automatically. Initially, with the help 

of a inflectional dictionary, (Lubaszewski, et al., 2001) were automatically associated to each 

node of a part of speech. In 1975 instances, when the inflectional dictionary signalized that a 

grammatical form, in which a nodes appears, is a homograph, for instance, święta a noun 

holiday or adjective holy, is determined manually, by an analysis of the links, in which the 

homographic node entered, in reference to our examples: the connection  święta – dom 

(holiday – house) allows us to classify święta as a noun, and  święta – Maryja (holy – Maria) 

as an adjective.  

As a result of this analysis, it may be stated that a lexical node network is formed by:    

 Nouns   – 69 % 

 Adjectives – 22  % 

 Verbs    – 7  %  

 the remaining Parts of Speech (pronouns, numerals, adverbs and uninflected parts of 

speech) form only - 2% of the nodes in a lexical network   

    The Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong, Millroy,  Piper 1973) does not 

furnish information regarding parts of speech in lexical nodes, therefore it can not carry out a 

comparison with a network constructed for the English language. One could however, 

compare the lexical structure o fan experimental network of the Polish language, with a 

network for the Dutch language (De Deyne, Storms, 2008), created with the assistance of an 

experiment, in which 1,400 stimuli were employed. In the network of the Dutch language, 

these nodes are:  

  nouns                        -  72%  

  adjectives   - 18 % 

  verbs     -  9% 

  others     - 1% 

A juxtaposition indicates a significant similarity of the lexical structure of the two networks. It 

may therefore be assumed, that the structural properties of an experimentally constructed 

network, are in essence independent of the language employed.  

 

The Structure of Links in an Experimental Lexical Network 

   The lexical structure of the nodes has its counterpart in the structure of the links. These 

links, into which enter nouns, verbs, and adjectives, constitute as much as 96.5% of all the 

links in the network; the results show that 63% are nouns, 4.3% are verbs, and adjectives are 

29.2%. The remaining parts of speech and proper nouns enter into only3.5% of all the links in 

the network, which means that pronouns are 0.61%, adverbs are 0.25%, uninflected 

(prepositions, conjunctions, particles, etc.) 0.24%, proper names 0.9%, and expressions 

1.52%.
2
  

                                                           
2
 The presented classification of the association structure was performer automatically with the help of an 

inflection dictionary (Lubaszewski et al. 2000). We realize that distinguishing pronouns for example, as a part of 
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   A detailed classification of the links appearing in the network is found in the table (1), 

where N means noun, V  verb, Adj means adjective, Num numeral, Pro means pronoun, Adv 

means adverb, U means uninflected, P means proper name, and  Ex means expression. Table 

(1) show the percent value of from parts of speech distinguished in the first column, and 

leading to parts of speech mentioned in the first row of the table.  

 

 N  V  Adj Num Prn Adv U P 

N 45,128  2,991  12,767  0,068  1,072  0,441  0,537  0,011  

V 2,886  0,847  0,151   0,100  0,188  0,068   

Adj 24,647  0,171  3,759  0,006  0,398  0,085  0,165   

Num 0,512  0,006  0,028   0,051   0,011   

Prn 0,168  0,009  0,006  0,003  0,006  0,043  0,014   

Adv 0,179   0,006   0,017  0,011  0,026   

U 0,719  0,028  0,097   0,031  0,006  0,009  0,003  

Exp 1,245  0,100  0,057    0,074  0,014  0,026   
Table 1. 

   The table show that more than 45 percent of links in which noun enters, is a link with 

another noun. The second highest number of links is the noun → adjective link, which is 12.76 

percent. The remaining links are much less numerous, such as the noun →verb link which is 

near 3 percent and the  noun → adverb which is less than 0.5%, whereas the links with the 

remaining parts of speech do not exceed 1 percent.   

   An adjective is most often linked with a noun 24.6 percent, associations which are 

significantly weaker are with an adjective – approximately 4 percent of the associations. 

Associations of an adjective with the other parts of speech do not exceed 0.5 percent. Those 

lexemes, which in a grammatical sense are verbs, do not appear often in the experimental 

network (they compose barely 7 percent of the associations). Verbs are most strongly linked 

with a noun at almost 3 percent, and with another verb at 0.9 percent. The amount of the 

remaining verb associations is insignificant.  Pronouns are most strongly associated with a 

non at 0.5 percent, adverbs with nouns are only two tenths of a percent different from 

indeclinable parts of speech.  Names and expressions are most strongly associated with nouns, 

at correspondingly 0.7 percent and 1.24 percent.  

   One could say, that the experimental lexical network has the structure of a dictionary, as 

currently in the network, associations of a noun with a verb and a noun with an adjective, 

which can appear in a sentence forming a proper syntactic structure, are significantly less 

numerous than the remaining associations in the network, which independently do not form 

syntactic constructions, for example: dom (house) → ogród (garden), obrońca (counsel) → 

adwokat (barrister)  mózg(brain) → głowa (head) and so forth.  Herbert Clark, already called 

attention to this phenomenon, which also appears in English language networks, in 1970.  

The Quality of Links in the Network - Determinants of the Quality  

   In my research of the lexical system, I couldn’t limit myself to a statistical and a 

grammatical analysis. The essence of research of a lexical system demands the construction of 

tools which can be used to interpret the quality of links between nodes in the experimental 

network.  Currently, when linguistic interest has returned to the results of an association test, 

in which the source of information is perceived, as being that which is preferred by the users 

of the language dependencies between meanings, there is a lack of a satisfying quality 

classification of the links appearing in the lexical network, for example, Tonio Wandmacher 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
speech is not compatible with a syntactic classification of part of speech (Wróbel 2001), nevertheless the table 

shows, that eliminating pronouns, would change to a minimal degree, the statistics of the nouns and adjectives.     
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(2005, 2008). Simon De Deyne and Gert Storms (2008) also called attention to the lack of a 

quality classification for the links in a lexical network. For me personally, what is vital is the 

fact that after a manual classification of more than 39,000 links appearing in a lexical network 

of the Dutch language, DeDeyne and Storms affirmed, that links which could appear with the 

aid of paradigmatic lexical relations, compose barely 50% of all links in the network, which 

confirms my observations, resulting from an analysis of the strongest links and of reflexive 

links. It should also be noted, that also in this author’s network, only 50% of the noun – noun 

links could be clarified through the aid of the aforementioned, paradigmatic lexical relations. 

The remaining number of these links are as follows:  

 

Stimulus Response Number of 

Responses 

Association 

strength in 

percentage (%) 

sutanna ksiądz 556 64,43 

pielucha dziecko 419 47,29 

pieluszka dziecko 385 44,66 

wełna owca 376 43,62 

pajęczyna pająk 372 42,66 

zoo zwierzęta 371 42,02 

nitka igła 353 40,02 

tron król 332 37,6 

korona król 321 36,69 

lew król 294 33,79 

doktor szpital 14 1,61 

chłopiec piłka 16 1,81 

     Table 2. 

An initial proposition of a quality classification of these syntagmatic links was published in a 

paper which appeared in the Polonica (2015). In the monograph entitled  Eksperymentalna 

sieć języka polskiego (“An Experimental Network of the Polish Language”), 2017 is found a 

somewhat modified list of determinants of the quality of connections.  

 

Paradigmatic Links 

   In the monograph (Gatkowska, 2017) I accepted Deese’s viewpoint, that the collection of 

stimulus - response connections defines the meaning of the stimulus lexeme, which allows us 

to treat the lexical network as an experimentally constructed dictionary.  As a consequence, it 

was necessary to assume the appropriate, from the viewpoint of a description of the network, 

a formal model of the paradigmatic lexical relations, which organize the structure of the 

dictionary. When searching for the proper model I referred to the model of lexical relations  as 

defined by structural semantics as well as to the logical basis for a relation systems used in 

representation of knowledge (S. Leśniewski,1916, 1992, J. Sowa, 2000).  

   The definition of lexical relations as proposed by John Lyons has its basis in logic. The 

basic dependency organizing the structure of a dictionary, and therefore the dependency 

between a general meaning (superordinate) and a specific (subordinate) one, is defined by 

Lyons using the Carnap model of intension and extension. The extension of an lexical unit 

dog is a set of all the dogs in the world, and this set can change by excluding or adding an 

element to create a new set. However, intension is a set of features, which allow us to 

recognize a dog in every element of an extension of an lexical unit dog -  the set of features 

which make up the intension is constant. One may therefore assume that the intension stresses 

the lexical meaning and extension is a set of references. Extension and intension are inversely 
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proportional – the greater the extension of a lexical unit, the less its intension, and vice versa. 

Lyons illustrates this dependency with the example of the extension and intension of the 

lexical units flower and tulip. The extension of lexeme flower is greater than the lexeme tulip, 

as a set of flowers is greater than (more numerous) than a set of tulips. The intension of the 

lexeme tulip must be greater than the intension of the lexeme flower, because a tulip, in 

addition to possessing those features which allow it to be recognized as a flower, must also 

contain the features of a tulip.  One could therefore say, that a subordinate contains (inherits) 

all the features of a superordinate, as well as having its own features, which differentiate 

subordinates which have a common superordinate, for example tulip and violet. The 

dependency (relation) which arises between an subordinate and a superordinate is called a 

„hyponymy” by Lyons, the subordinate„hyponym” and the superordinate „hypernym” 

whereas the subordinates of that same superordinate are the „co-hyponyms”. The relation of 

the hyponymy has a direction from the subordinate to the superordinate: every dachshund is a 

dog, but not every dog is a dachshund. The hyponymy relation is a transitive one; because 

every tulip is a flower, and every flower is a plant, therefore, therefore every tulip is a plant. 

The transitiveness of hyponymy finds its reflection in the intension of the lexical units tulip – 

flower – plant.  

  plant (features of a plant) 

flower ((features of a plant) features of a flower) 

tulip (((features of a plant) features of a flower) features of a tulip) 

Let’s assume therefore that those links occurring in the network between co-hyponyms, for 

instance mutton – beef or mutton – pork  are elucidated by the intension inherited from the 

hypernym, it could be even said that they occur because of the hypernym, and are not the 

result of a relation occurring between co-hyponyms.  

   There are however instances, that the definition of hyponymy, as proposed by Lyons, results 

in an interpretative difficulty. An example would be the sequence cabbage – vegetable – plant 

may be interpreted hyponymically, cabbage is a vegetable, a vegetable is a plant, therefore a 

cabbage is a plant. The dependency however of cabbage – vegetable – plant , if considered in 

categories of intension, is considerably more complicated, since despite of the fact that 

vegetable and cabbage have (inherit) features of a plant, i.e. leaves, stems, roots there is a lack 

of their own features, which may be applied to a vegetable and which could be inherited by a 

cabbage. Anna Wierzbicka, amongst others, called attention to this fact (1984). A positive 

solution, from the viewpoint of a description of the dependencies arising in a network, created 

to solve the problem of collective nouns is found in the work of Harry Bunt (1985) who 

employed the theory of collections (mereology) which was created by Stanisław Leśniewski 

(1916, 1992) and employed with considerable success in relational systems of knowledge 

representations, the so-called ontologies (Sowa 2000). Mereology is a logical model of set, in 

which exists only the operator is_ part which allows us to treat the name of the set as whole, 

and elements of the set as parts of the whole.
3
 Axioms of mereology allows to treat as 

collection a set of discrete objects, such as houses, dogs, or apples, but also continuous 

substances such as water and syrup as well as heterogenetic objects, such as beetroot soup 

with dumplings or ice cream with vanilla topping. The basis for defining a collection is the 

concept of the atom, that is of indivisible part (atom is a part which is identical with itself). 

The concept of atom allow us to formulate axioms defining the basic types of collections, 

representing three different types of whole, which are: discrete, continuous, and lumpy.     

                                                           
3
 A collection is a set – which has only one operator is_part and therefore is a more general structure that a set 

defined by the set theory, which has two operators is_element and is_subset : a A and B   A, respectively. 

The operator is_part corresponds to operator B   A.  A straightforward description of mereology is provided 

by J. F. Sowa (2000: 97-122). 
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   The wholes represented by the discrete collection  define the axiom implicating , that the 

whole may divided up to the moment when only the atoms are left. Therefore, artifacts and 

natural objects with a specific structure house, chair, apple, mountain  are divided according  

to the components of which, may be perceived with the senses, and also abstract objects,  

book, triangle, are divided according to the components of which are extracted by the mind. 

Between such a whole and the element, the is_ part relationship occurs, and therefore: roof  is 

a part of a house, backrest  is a part of a chair, skin  is a part of an  apple, slope is a part of a 

mountain, chapter is a part of a book, and  side  is a part of a triangle. However the whole is a 

collection of elements, for example,  house [wall, roof, doors, window], apple [skin, 

pulp,core, stem], mountain [slope, peak, face, ledge], book [introduction, chapter, conclusion] 

– the collection of elements is written in the rectangular parentheses.  

   The wholes that are represented by continuous collections, defines an axiom, which implies, 

that any x has a smaller part y where y also has to have a smaller piece z, which in turn must 

have a smaller piece w, and so on to infinity. In other words, the continuous whole is not built 

of atoms. The whole, divided in this manner is a substance, for example water, in which parts 

may be discerned, also for instance, glass, (a portion of which fits into receptacle), sip (a 

portion of which fits into mouth),  drop an so forth, and also some artifacts, in which the parts 

are divided by human activity, for  example bread – slice, or canvas – scroll, strip, shred  as 

well as some natural objects, whose parts were divided by the activity of nature, or by human 

activity, for example stone – boulder, lump. All of these components, distinguished in a 

continuous whole, enter into a is_ part relationship, therefore sip is a part of water, rock is a 

part of stone, shred is a  part of canvas. However the whole is a collection of components, the 

sum of which does not create a whole.  

   The wholes represented by the lumpy collection define an axiom, which implies that some 

parts of the whole are atoms and some are continuous. An example of a whole defined in such 

a manner, would be beetroot soup with dumplings or tea with lemon, where dumpling and 

beetroot soup are parts of the whole, and the continuous part is still divided, for example plate 

(a portion of which fits into plates) and sip are parts of beetroot soup and similarly lemon or 

tea are parts of a whole and tea is further divided (see Sowa, 2000).   

   The theory of collections allows us to define a detailed collections, where for each of these 

collections the axioms and definitions have to define an limitations regarding the type of 

components and the type of whole. These limitations must also define the expected 

dependencies amongst components of the collection or amongst components of the collection 

and units, which don’t belong to the collection. For the purposes of this analysis of 

associations in an experimental lexical network, I distinguished the following types, 

representing discrete wholes:   

   1. The Whole Enters  Into a Relation of Hyponymy, for example house is a building.  

A component of the collection is an object which: 

   a. may enter into a relation of hyponymy,  for example roof may be sloping, segmented or 

flat; 

   b. it may be a part of another collection, for example roof  jest a part of a house, shed, 

automobile,  whereas leg may be a part of chair or of a table;   

 

building       shed [roof, column, …. ] 

                         | 

  house [foundation, wall, roof, chimney, …]  

                                                                    

        flat       segmented  

the symbol ‘↑ ‘ signalizes hyponymy, and the symbol ‘|’ means belonging to a various 

collections, the components of the collections are in the square brackets.  
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   2.The Whole Does not Enter Into a Relationship of Hyponymy, e.g. furniture [chair, 

table, bed, sofa],  food [cheese, bread, meat, soup],  mind [memory, attention, consciousness]; 

   a. the components of the collection must share at least one common feature for example 

taste in collection  food [cheese, bread, meat, soup]; 

   b. the components of the collection may enter into a relationship of hyponymy, for example  

in collection: vegetable [cabbage …]  element cabbage has a hyponyms: red, Brussels 

sprouts;  food [cheese) …] cheese has a hyponyms: yellow, curds; mind [memory …] memory 

has a hyponyms: permanent, short term;  

   c. the component of the collection may be a discrete, continuous, or lumpy whole, for 

example meal  in the collection of  food [cheese, bread, meal [cheese, bread, wine] soup] 

   d. the element of one collection may be an element of another collection, for example 

cheese is an element of the collection of food and of the collection dairy products. 

   Applying the definition shows the collection scheme created by the lexeme food and certain 

hyponymic and meronymic structures in which elements of the collection of food enter,   

               meal [cheese, bread, meat] 

                                         | 

            dairy products [butter, cheese, cream, …] 

                                               |       

             food [bread, meat, cheese, soup , …] 

                                     

             beef              pork 

As previously, the arrow ↑signifies hyponymy, and the | symbol shows that an element 

belongs to several collections.  

   Continuous and lumpy wholes do not require to be defined by specific collections.  

   The distinguished types of collections permit a description of the relation part – whole in an 

analyzed fragment of the experimental lexical network. Be that as it may, it is difficult to 

respond to the question, if through their help, it would be possible to describe all the part – 

whole dependencies in a natural language dictionary. One could affirm however, that 

collection theory provides a mechanism, which allows us to describe phenomena not taken 

into consideration in this description.  

   The relation is_ part  which constitutes the basis of mereology is a transitive relation, if 

however we name this relation as being meronymy, we have to accept what Lyons said, that it 

is intransitive relation, which leads from a part to the whole. It should be stressed, that the 

accepted solution runs along the postulates of Lynne M. Murphy (2003), which critically refer 

to attempts to multiply the relations of the part to the whole as observed in literature. 

Definitions of lexical relations such as: complementarity, antinomy, and synonymy are taken 

from Lyons (1968).  

Syntagmatic Links 

   In light of the accepted model of lexical relations, when syntagmatic associations occur in 

the network, they will be treated as an appearance of features which represent the intension of 

a lexeme, or signify the belonging of a lexeme to a specific collection. Speaking generally, a 

feature is a collection of states or dependencies which were distinguished by human 

perception. When observing the behavior of feature in a sentence such as she put on a red 

dress we may agree with Lyons, that this sentence describes the effect of a specific value 

choice from a collection of colors – red and not any other. Looking at the problem of features 

from the side of the organization of a dictionary, we have to assume, that there is a structure 

which maintains the collection of values of a given feature, and this structure usually has a 

lexical identifier naming a feature – in this instance a color. Therefore, the linkage occurring 

in the network of dress – red means the color is identifying the linkage with the name of a 

feature, and red  is a specific value of the feature of color, i.e. dress color (red).  
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   The majority of the links, which in honor of  Herbert Clark (1970) we named syntagmatic, 

do not create independent syntactic structures, which renders their classification difficult. A 

potential source of information concerning syntagmatic links could be provided by FrameNet, 

a dictionary of semantic structures motivating syntactic ones. Unfortunately the frame, that is 

the semantic structure distinguished by FrameNet does not define the direct dependencies 

between the meanings of lexical units, but rather dependencies between semantic roles which 

are essential for the description of a specific situation, for example Revenge in which roles 

(the Frame Elements) appear such as:  avenger, offender, injury, injured party, and 

punishment  (Fillmore, 2000). Whereas if a specific lexical unit can fill a specific role in the 

frame, doesn’t have to be decided by the lexical meaning of a dictionary unit, for instance 

avenger could be anyone who enters into a specific relationship with someone who was the 

injured party. Therefore the frame is a semantic structure similar to a script (Schank, Abelson, 

1977). On the other hand, the creators of the FrameNet network, (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010) 

admit that nouns – and therefore the basic stimuli in our experiment – create a frame with a 

limited structure, where they often appear with phrases defining their gender, the material 

from which they were made, the manner in which they were made, their destination or 

intended use. These properties however, were not identified as frames, but rather as specific 

roles (Frame Elements) in specific frames (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010)
4
. Therefore, we can not 

classify syntagmatic links through the direct use of frames. We can however, directly refer to 

the idea of the frames and the manner of defining them, defining the system of determinants 

describing the syntagmatic links appearing in the experimental  lexical network. That is to 

say, that not all frames describe the meanings in such a detailed manner, as was mentioned 

with the lexeme vengeance.   There are however general frames, for instance Locale that is ‘a 

place in which something happens’, and the structural characteristics of the general frame are 

inherited by the frame describing the ‘place’ from various perspectives, in this instance  

Locale by characteristic entity, Locale by collocation, Locale by event, Locale by ownership, 

Locale by use and Locale closure.  If we therefore intuitively assume, that lexical links 

appearing in the network such as lion – Africa,  fish – sea, doctor – hospital which represent a 

dependency, which we call characteristic place, there also exist frames such as Locale by 

characteristic entity describing, in what manner an object characterizes a place, confirms our 

intuition, since characteristic place is a dependency between a object (a person or an animal) 

and the place seen from the perspective of the object, that is the place which characterizes the 

object. This observation assures us that the characteristic place is a dependency which is well 

distinguished and represents an appropriate level of generality, in spite of the fact that 

sentences, which may be built upon, in order to clarify a dependency, for example: the lion 

lives in Africa, a fish lives in the sea, a doctor works in a hospital  contain various verbs. 

Unfortunately, it is not always possible to verify the description of the dependencies observed 

in the network in the dictionary – the FrameNet is still under development. The example 

presented shows, nevertheless, that the intuitive manner of distinguishing and defining 

dependencies, as presented in our study, leads to results which are concurrent or at least not 

contrary to, someone else’s intuition and analysis. Each of the syntagmatic dependencies 

between nodes has its scope. From the examples described above, it may be concluded that 

the dependency characteristic place does not refer to just any object, but only to people 

doctor and animals lion, fish and the characteristic place of an object may be an object 

                                                           
4
 “We do recognize that artifact and natural kinds of nouns also have a minimal frame structure of their own. For 

example, artifacts often occur together with expressions indicating their sub-type, the material of which they are 
made, their manner of production, and their purpose/use; these are defined as FEs in the frames for various types 

of artifacts. [...] For example:  (1) He took a packet of Woodbines out of the breast pocket of [his Wearer ] 

[cotton Material ] [shirt Garment] and lit one.” (Ruppenhofer  et al, 2010, p. 5) 
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created by nature Africa, the sea or an object being a creation of man, like hospital. For 

establishing the scope of the type of links distinguished in the network, I accepted the very 

general classification of meanings, created in the monograph.   

   The syntagmatic dependencies appearing in the network, which we recognize as being a 

manifestation of features, create distinct groups: physical features, mental features, functional 

features, spatial and temporal dependencies, as well as dependencies between states. There 

also exist, in the lexical system, links expressing  causal dependencies,  as well as pragmatic 

ones, and dependencies between the form of lexemes, that is morphological and idiom 

completing ones.  

   This discourse presents an informal definition of the syntagmatic dependencies called 

determinants of association quality, and are organized according to the aforementioned 

groups, that is, first physical features, and later mental ones, and then functional, spatial, 

temporal, causal, and pragmatic dependencies, etc.   

 

Association Quality and Association Strength 

The direct association between two nodes in the network (lexemes) in addition to the direction 

and strength of an association, express a specific dependency between the meanings of the 

two nodes. From a formal point of view, one could attest this dependency to being a label of 

the quality of the association, which may take on a value. These values, which may take on a 

label defining the association quality, are referred by me as determinants of the quality of 

association. A full description therefore of  a link in the experimental network would be show 

in the following diagram:  

 

     Determinant of Quality of Association 

                | 

                          A   ---------- >  B   

                |  

                  Association Strength 

 

An analysis of the asymmetry of the association strength was observed in the reciprocal 

associations, and would lead one to the conclusion, that direction of the association obtained 

experimentally, does not necessarily have to be in accordance with the lexical relation. It 

suffices to look at table (3) in which several reciprocal associations expressing hyponymy 

were gathered:  

     Table 3. 

We can see, that often a stronger link must be in accordance with the direction of the relation 

that is, from the hyponym (subordinate) to the hypernym (superordinate) for example: jazz – 

muzyka, kieszonkowiec – złodziej, krzyżak – pająk, róża –  kwiat. However, in the example of 

Stimulus A Stimulus B Response 

Number 

A → B 

Strength  

A → B 

Response 

Number 

B → A 

Strength   

B → A 

jazz muzyka 607 70,42 126 14,62 

kieszonkowiec złodziej 600 67,87 143 16,31 

krzyżak pająk 488 55,14 152 17,35 

planeta ziemia 451 51,54 215 24,71 

duchowny ksiądz 431 49,54 33 3,83 

owoc jabłko 256 29,26 243 28,13 

owad mucha 341 38,31 329 38,17 

róża kwiat 339 38,57 91 10,31 
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the links: planeta – ziemia, owad – mucha, owoc – jabłko, duchowny –  ksiądz we may 

observe a reverse dependency. 

 

3. An  Experimental Lexical Network as a Dictionary 

   The third part of the monograph entitled The Experimental Network as a Dictionary 

presents an analysis of the network’s definition of the meaning of 63 lexemes (network nodes) 

which have the richest network characteristics. The analyzed nodes are lexemes fund on the 

Kent – Roasanoff list, which was designed in such a way, that lexemes belonging to a 

universal language, universally know and understood, and belonging to various semantic 

spheres, i.e. persons and human body parts, animals, plants, and their parts, concrete and 

abstract artifacts, and creations of nature and states, could be found. An analysis of the 

representation of the meaning in an experimental lexical network, is dependent upon 

associating the experimentally connected pairs of lexemes with a specific meaning 

distinguished  in the dictionary.  Because each of these pairs consisting of  a defined lexeme 

and a defining lexeme obtains a qualitative interpretation, the defining lexemes which enter 

into the same type of  connection and are grouped together, for instance all hyponyms, all 

meronyms, and all values of features, for instance of color and so forth,  which  allows the 

construction of an experimental model of meaning.  The last element of analysis is a summing 

up of the strength of the links of all the links subjected to a specific meaning, which allows us 

to determine the experimental preferences of meanings in a situation when the network 

defines more than one specific meaning for a given lexeme.    

   The basic tool, which aide me in distinguishing the meaning in the lexical network, was the 

group of definitions of meaning of dictionary units as given in the Słownik języka polskiego 

(SJP) PWN dictionary. Which is available on line. The fact that this is accessible on the 

Internet, results in its being the most often used version of a dictionary by people speaking 

Polish. In case of doubt, that is, when a definition seems unclear or when the SJP definition 

omits some of the meanings, I resorted to the source dictionary, that is the Słownik języka 

polskiego edited by Witold Doroszewski,  and the Słownik języka polskiego polskiego edited 

by Mieczysław Szymczak. Sometime I would resort to the Uniwersalny słownik języka 

polskiego edited by Stanisław Dubisz. I did not resort to the Wielki słownik języka polskiego 

as written by the Instytut Języka Polskiego PAN, which as a starting point also often accepts  

the SJP PWN on-line definitions, although this dictionary is in the process of being created, 

however the analysis of the lexical nodes created for this monograph, arosed over the course 

of the last three years. In the instance of the multi-segmented lexical units belonging to 

phraseological linguistic levels, I reverted to the Wielki słownik frazeologiczny PWN created 

by Anna Kłosińska, Elżbieta Sobol, and Anna Stankiewicz.    

 

Assignment of Links to a Meaning and a Qualitative Interpretation of the Links 
   Dictionary definitions of meanings are expressions of a very differentiated structure, for 

instance księżyc ‘a natural satellite of the earth’, baranina ‘the meat of a ram’, jedzenie ‘that 

which one eats’, dom ‘a building designated for living in’. The text of a definition allows a 

mechanical interpretation  for only some links, as for example  the link dom – budynek, 

however the remaining links which refer to a building, such as: dom – komin, dach, ściany, 

cegła, drewno, podwórko, ogród, osiedle, wieś, etc. may not be interpreted in the same maner. 

I couldn’t therefore use a computer program, which would assist the analysis of such a large 

number of links. In face of the interpretation of links mentioned above, that is, the 

determining of whether a specific defined – defining link refers to a specific defined meaning 

in the dictionary and is the result of an understanding  referring to: 

-  definitions of meanings found in dictionaries as well as in contexts characterizing the 

meaning of both defined and of defining nodes, 
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- knowledge of meanings and general knowledge of person interpreting the links in the 

network.  

   An affirmation of the dependency between the meanings of both nodes should terminate 

with a delineating of the quality of the links, with the aid of some of the previously defined 

determinants of the quality of the links.  

For example, for the link  dom – komin  (house – chimney) the defined node dom refers to 

seven meanings defined as follows:  

– dom «a building destined for living quarters or as a workplace» 

– dom «an apartment or area in which one lives» 

– dom «a family, household member; also living quarters together with the inhabitants» 

– dom «the set of subjects linked with  family and its farm» 

– dom «a clan, family, or dynasty» 

– dom «the place from which someone hails» 

– dom «a social or service institution, usually located in a separate construction or building; 

also the building in which it is located» 

And for the defining node komin there is only one definition of meaning:  

– komin «a construction with a vertical opening for conducting exhaust from a fireplace to 

the atmosphere as well as for creating a natural current of air, being a type of internal duct in a 

building or installation or freestanding building».   

   It would seem evident, that the defining node komin (chimney) enters into a dependency 

with the node dom defined as «a building designated as living quarters or as a workplace» 

because both the definitions refer to a building. But – as we can see – the text of both 

definitions does not allow to establish a type of dependency, which arises between two 

meanings. The type of dependency which we would like to describe as a part – whole 

relationship (meronymy) only indirectly results from a linguistic form of a definitions stored 

in a dictionary, and it’s necessary to establish this dependency through the aid of 

comprehending of both meanings, and the aid of knowing of references of both lexemes as 

well.      

   In a situation where the dictionary defines a meaning, for example, głowa «hair, combing» 

if there is no a defining node which, which would confirm the existence of this meaning in a 

lexical network, in this instance głowa – ostrzyc (cut), czesać (comb), myć (wash), I accepted 

that the meaning established in the dictionary is not represented in the lexical network.   

   In a situation however, where the network may links, the defined node and defining node, 

which create a sub-network, even a minimal one, for example, orzeł → moneta (heads → 

coin) which is a meronymy, as well as the link between co-meronymes, a reverse link orzeł ↔ 

reszka (heads ↔ tails),  and when the dictionary doesn’t define the meaning represented by 

the sub-net, this meaning is counted as being among those meanings represented in the 

network.  

An Experimental Model of Meaning 

   A qualitative classification of all the links creating a subnet representing specific meaning 

distinguished by a dictionary, allow us to construct an experimental model of this meaning. I 

assumed, that in order to confirm the appearance of a subnet of meaning, certain formal 

conditions must be met, that is at least one clarifying link has to appear, through which lexical 

relations: hyponomy, meronymy, antonymy, and/or causality may appear.   

   I also assumed that links, which don’t represent features, and therefore appear with the aid 

of determinants: evaluation, stereotype, name, knowledge, morphology and idiom completion, 

are not included in the experimental model of meaning. At this stage of the work, empirical 

data, such as: the direction of the links and the strength of the links between nodes in the 

network was omitted. An example of the experimental model for the meaning of the lexeme 

fruit is presented below:  
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   (red, green)                    (ripe, juicy, fresh, healthy)      (eat, food)    

               

                                                       specific property                    utility 

                                          color                 

  fruit [pulp, skin] 

                                                                                                      taste 

                                                                              (flavor delicious sweet) 

 

      hyponymy 

                                   apple pear banana pomegranate strawberry orange 

         source 

    (plant tree) 

As may be seen, hyponymy appears in this experimental model, and the arrows indicate the 

direction of the lexical relationship, that is from hyponyms (apple, pear, banana etc.) to the 

hypernym fruit. We can also see a second lexical relation, that is, meronymy, which runs from 

a part (in this instance pulp skin) to the whole fruit. An experimental model of the meaning of 

fruit contains information regarding its usefulness, eat, taste sweet, its origin or source tree, its 

individual properties, which in this instance speak about specific characteristics of fruit (ripe, 

juicy, etc.) as well as about color (red green). The lexeme green, bears information, not only 

about the perceived color, but also possible information about the fact that a certain type of  

fruit is not yet ripe. A color green thus interpreted, is understood to be an individual property.  

One could deliberate, if  fruit is a part of plant or tree. When interpreting the data I took into 

consideration that fruit is characterized by taste, that this is a common feature for all elements 

of the collection of food, hence the data would allow me to settle any doubts for the benefit of 

information regarding the source. The proposed qualification of links is a result of my 

interpretive decision, however a different qualification of the fruit – red link as well as of fruit 

– plant, or fruit – tree would not have a significant influence on the shape of the experimental 

model for the meaning of fruit.   

Preference of Meanings 

   Because every link between defined lexeme and a defining lexeme has an experimental 

association strength, that is the number of people, who linked a defined lexeme with a 

defining lexeme, we may assume, that the sum of the strength of all the links representing a 

specific meaning expresses the salience of this meaning for linguistic mechanism of those 

people who participated in the research. In a situation, when the network represents more than 

one meaning, the aggregate strength of the links, permits us to  perceive a preference of 

meanings
5
,  as an example, the SJP distinguishes two meanings of the lexeme chata (hut). The 

experimental lexical network manifests a preference of meanings: the first meaning  

«niewielki chłopski dom, zwłaszcza drewniany» (a small peasant house, notably wooden) 

constructs a subnet in which the outgoing links had a strength of 39.82 while incoming links 

had a strength of 20.18; a second meaning defined «czyjeś mieszkanie» (somebody’s 

apartment) is represented by the outgoing links strength of 3.25 with the incoming link with a 

strength of  0.11. As may be perceived, the experimental network prefers the first meaning of 

the lexeme chata (hut), i.e. ‘a small peasant house, notably wooden’.    

 

                                                           
5
  W artykule opublikowanym w „Etnolingwistyce” (2016) omawiam dom w sieci korpusowej i sieci 

eksperymentalnej. Wartości dla powiązań przychodzących przedstawiają odmiennie niż w monografii, gdyż były 
obliczane wcześniejsza metodą. W przypadku kilku podsieci znaczeń, wskazują na preferowane znaczenie, 

przykładowo dom – ‘dom miejsce rodziny’ – dom rodzinny, (Gatkowska, 2016). 
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4. Conclusions  

An analysis of the subnets organized around 63 noun lexemes allows us to make the 

observation that:  

- Not all of the meanings distinguished by the dictionary appear in the network  

The lexicographic definition sends the user to various, at times, exceptionally rarely used 

meanings, for example nożyczki (scissors): 2. «maszyna, której część roboczą stanowią 

zwierające się noże różnego kształtu» (a machine whose working part is composed of blades 

of various shapes which fold together), whose meaning does not appear in the subnet of the 

node. An experimental network avoids metaphorical meanings, noted by the SJP, for example 

orzeł (eagle): 3. «o człowieku bardzo zdolnym, wyróżniającym się» (about a person who is 

very capable, who distinguishes himself);  pamięć (memory): 2.«wspomnienie, upamiętnienie 

kogoś lub czegoś» (a recollection, or commemorating of somebody or something); zdrowie 

(health): 3. «dobre funkcjonowanie jakiegoś systemu», (the good functioning of some type of 

system) etc. which are not represented in the subnet of the node. This is a regularly appearing 

phenomenon. It’s interesting to present, against this background, a term which arose 

analogically (functional analogy) in reference to human memory that is ‘computer memory’, 

which is not only represented, but also organizes its own subnet of meaning. Relatively rarely 

does a situation occur, where the network defines a meaning which isn’t present in the 

dictionary, for example : jedzenie (food): «to, co się je» (that which one eats) exits in the 

dictionary and in the network, but the network additionally differentiates, through the subnet, 

the meaning of the activity of eating, yet another example of a meaning not present in the SJP 

is orzeł (eagle): «strona monety» (heads) i.e. the side of a coin, as opposed to tails.  

- It’s evident that there is an experimental preference for meanings in the network 

The experimental data furnishes information not only about if the meaning is represented by 

the subnetwork, and how the subnetwork is constructed, but also it also supplies specific data 

on the strength of the links which are incoming and outgoing for specific subnets.  For 

example the lexeme kapusta (cabbage) organizes two subnets: kapusta  ‘roślina (cabbage, 

plant) has an outgoing links strength of 23.17 percent, as well as an incoming strength of 6.68 

percent, but a second subnet built around the meaning kapusta ‘potrawa z liści tej rośliny’ (a 

dish made from leaves of this plant) had an outgoing strength of 56.88 percent, while 

incoming links had a strength of 105.39 percent. The experimental network prefers the second 

meaning for the lexeme kapusta since the subnet constructed around the second meaning, and 

has a greater association strength.    

- A qualitative analysis of the structure of the subnetwork representing meaning 

confirms the validity of the assumption made at the beginning, that the subnet of meaning  

contains the links explaining thereby at least one of the lexical relations: hyponymy, 

meronymy, antonymy, as well as causality. This supposition permits a qualitative analysis of 

the network representations of meanings, independent of the number of links, resulting from 

the structure of the experiment.  

- Hyponymy  does not create a structure going beyond the meaning of the lexemes, which 

intuitively are treated as names of semantic classes. In other words, the experimental lexical 

network does not create an encyclopedic taxonomic structure, there is a paucity of lexemes 

expressing knowledge, for example, in a group of animals, the highest hierarchical meaning is 

a zwierzę (animal), there is however a dearth of differentiated  species, groups etc., as 

determined by biologists.     

- Meronymy, to the same degree as hyponymy, organizes the structure of the dictionary.   

The experimental network, which is a multidimensional structure, permits us to observe the 

dependencies between hyponymy and meronymy. In the subnet of a node organized around 

various lexemes, there also often appear dependencies of a type of hyponymy and meronymy, 
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see owoc (fruit). There are also meanings, of which the subnet has a decidedly meronymic 

structure, for instance jedzenie (food).     

- Causality is present and comprises an essential fragment of the subnet constructed around 

many lexemes, representing not only dependencies between states obawa (fear) ↔ ból (pain), 

choroba (sickness)  → problem (problem). The causality which so often appears in the 

network, has an implicit character, for example dziecko (child)  ↔ kłopot (trouble). What’s 

interesting, is that the direction of the links present in the network, does not always run from 

cause to effect, the converse often occurs.   

- Links in the experimental network reflect to a minimal degree a common sense world 

knowledge, for example baranina – gangster (mutton - gangster).  The experimental network 

provides an experimental response to the question, what role does the representation of 

knowledge play in the recognition of meaning. According to our data (which may be verified 

with reference to specific examples, as well as the strength of the links)  this information is 

present, however to an insignificant degree.  

-   Links expressing stereotypes are few in number. Links expressing stereotypes and 

evaluations with certainty are interesting for socio-linguistic research, as they subjectively 

viewpoint of a participant in the research, showing current, trends which are dependent on 

dynamic changes, and evaluations of social phenomena, for example: lekarz - 

łapówka,(doctor – bribe), ksiądz – pedofil (priest – paedophile),  złodziej – polityk (politician 

– thief). The experimental network shows that they compose on a small portion of the links, 

both regarding numbers and the strength of the links.    

- Association strength of outgoing and incoming links may differ. In this instance of 

certain meanings, the sum of the strength of the incoming links is greater than the sum of the 

outgoing links, for example, np.  mężczyzna (man) has outgoing links at a rate of : 71.77 

percent, and an the incoming links are : 116.35 percent;  kobieta (woman) has outgoing links 

of  68.72 percent as well as more than two times stronger incoming links, with a strength of : 

149.63 percent;  chleb, (bread) has outgoing links of: 76.48 percent as well as incoming links 

of : 275.09 percent; choroba (sickness) has outgoing links of : 53.93 percent as well a more 

than three times stronger incoming links at: 167.24 percent. If we assume that, as a result of 

our observations of the reciprocal links, that the strength of the outgoing links show that the 

defined meaning chooses a preferable defing meaning, for example. kapusta → kiszona 

(cabbage → soured) 48.85 per cent, and kiszona → kapusta  88.8 percent than we can say that 

the network signalizes the existence of a collection of lexemes, for example mężczyzna, 

kobieta, chleb, choroba,  of which the meanings are especially essential for defining other 

meanings.   

- The next problem are an idiom completing links, which provide data permitting an analysis 

of the psycho-linguistic mechanisms for the identification of multi-segmented lexical units.  

This is patently evident as the recognition of these units is not a linear process, as indicated by 

the links: owca →  cała: ‘I wilk syty i owca cała’; złość ↔ szkodzi: ‘złość piękności szkodzi’. 

It should be added, that component links are frequently observed in the network.   
 

5. Remaining Achievements 

5.1 Speech Disorder Analysis for Clinical Neurology 

   Later, I worked with Dr. Monika Rudzinska Ph.D. Hab, and together we researched other 

neurodegenerative diseases. In cooperation with specialists from the Academy of Mining and 

Metallurgy, we conducted research on an early diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease, knowing the 

speech pattern in Parkinson’s disease, I chose that part of the tongue, which when subject to 

research, could shed light on the changes foretold by Parkinson’s disease (2005). Over the 

next several years, together, we wrote  Poradnik dla pacjentów z chorobą Parkinsona i ich 

rodzin (A Guide for Patients with Parkinson’s Disease and Their Families),  (WUJ 2007). In 
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2009, I was requested to appear before the Students’ Neurological Scientific Circle, where the 

subject of my lecture was:  Zmiany w mowie w przebiegu chorób neurologicznych. (Changes 

in Speech Over the Course Neurological Diseases). At that time, I became an Associate 

Professor at the Department of Computer Linguistics, nevertheless, at the request of Prof. 

Szczudlik, I transferred to the Neurological Clinic, and diagnosed patients with dysarthria As 

a linguist, I possessed knowledge about phonetics and phonology, I knew how sounds are 

correctly made, the links between sounds and accenting, and at the same time I observed a 

dysfunction in the organs used for articulation in those sick (with Parkinson’s), and the 

regular appearance of changes caused by pathological mechanisms, which I recognized due to 

my knowledge of neurology. I observed exceptionally sensitive elements of speech, whose 

changes in functioning are essential for the recognition the type of dysarthria which exists. 

Thanks to the knowledge and observations obtained in clinical conditions, I worked out my 

own method of diagnosing patients with dysarthria, and a description of the state of speech 

together with my diagnosis, became essential guidelines for doctors working on this disease.   

Prof. Andrzej Szczudlik encouraged me to write a book for physicians. In order for this 

monograph to be complete, that is, so it wouldn’t be limited to a description of my new 

method, but would also contain illustrations of the implementation of this method in clinical 

conditions, the Neurological Clinic assured me the conditions to obtain this goal, that is, I was 

provided with patients, as well as the tools to record these patients. The book together with 

the DVD is entitled Diagnoza dyzartrii u dorosłych w neurologii klinicznej (A Diagnosis of 

Dysarthria in Adults in a Neurological Clinic)  (WUJ, 2012)  and is dedicated to specialists 

who are working with patients suffering from neurological diseases, and especially to doctors, 

for whom this work may be a considered a textbook. I write reviews in the scientific 

periodical “Neurology and Polish Neurologic Surgery”. After obtaining my monograph, the 

editorial staff proposed that I write a chapter in a book entitled “Speech Dysfunctions in 

Selected Genetically Conditioned Groups” which is currently in print.    

 

5.2. Language and Cognitive Processes - Cognitive Science 

   By this time, I had already obtained some experience in the clinic, knowledge concerning 

the dependencies between changes in the brain, as well as in the nervous system, and in the 

nervous system, and changes in human cognitive functioning, especially in the functioning of 

the tongue, and thereby, in understanding, formulating a response, and finally in the sphere of 

being able to speak. I decided to examine the proper functioning of the brain, the activity of 

its structure depending on the tasks performed, which is possible, thanks to access to state-of- 

the- art. neuro-imaging technology.  

   The dependencies between the tongue and human mental and cognitive processes, are also 

to be included in the realm of my academic interests. In an article entitled:  Perspektywy 

badania mowy u progu trzeciego tysiąclecia (The Perspectives of Speech Research at the 

Dawn of the Third Millenary), (2002) I pointed to the links between the  tongue, and other 

mental processes, such as: non-motor visual-perceptual processing, hearing, the initiation of 

the conceptual structure, and human memory. I called attention to the fact that various 

physiological processes (including nutrition) and mental processes, have an influence on the 

speech process, including: exercise, interest in a given subject, sense of well being, fatigue, 

aggravation,  and even lack of sleep. The glottic functioning of a person in this understanding, 

is a reflection of his true functioning. Such an understanding of the perspective of the research 

of the human tongue, constitutes an essential part, of the current of researching human 

cognitive processes. In this article, I mentioned some of the research possibilities which are 

presently available thanks to modern technology, such as neuro-imaging.  

   When conducting research  on patients with motor cell diseases, I perceived, that they are 

conscious of the negative changes in the functioning of their tongues. The true feeling of the 
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worsening state of one’s own speech, had no link with the level of education, but rather with 

the proper functioning of cognitive processes (2001). Methodological problems linked with 

the functioning of glottic consciousness, which I took with personality characteristics, 

experiences in verbal contact, or the functioning of cognitive processes, including the activity 

of the brain structure (2004, 2005). 

   I also researched the course of the process of categorization in the tongue among older 

people (2003).  Some of my interest was also focused on the process of categorization 

amongst young adults, (university students) the results of which were presented at the 

Scientific Convention of the Polish Association of Psychology. (2005) There was empirical 

proof of the influence of education on the process of categorization in the tongue; it was at 

this time that I noticed the associative paths,  which later had an effect on structuring 

experience, leading to an experimental lexical network. The functioning of the process of 

categorization in the tongue, while taking into consideration the activity of the structure of the 

brain, was obtained through the employment of neuro-imaging methods, which I presented 

during the lecture and also in print (2008).  

   An interesting empirical view was described in a text (2007) is an influence, or rather the 

lack thereof,  of educational training as a result of experience. I asked university students of 

psychology, who were already acquainted with the concept of Paul Ekman, regarding the 

recognition of emotion on the face, to name these emotions, as well as asking students  who 

did not possess this knowledge; the task was to interpret and name the emotions expressed in 

the photograph of a human face. It turned out that the most easily recognized emotions were 

“joy” and “fear” and the most difficult was “loathing”; women recognized emotions better, 

and men more often repeated names, or had a lack of a name for an emotion. Be that as it 

may, there were not any essential differences  between the answer of the two groups of 

students.  

   As a linguist, together with a group of psychologists, I participated in preparations to apply 

for a grant in order to conduct research on the attention processes, with the functional 

magnetic resonance method, under the guidance of Prof. Tadeusz Marek Ph.D. Hab. We were 

awarded a grant, part of a research program funded by the Ministry of Science and Higher 

Education, (2007).  Wzorce aktywności struktur neuronalnych zawiadujących podsystemami 

orientacyjnym, egzekucyjnym i czuwaniowym oraz procesem wchodzenia w stan NREM 

badanych techniką fMRI w stanach senności i zmęczenia.( Patterns of the Activity of  Neuron 

Structures, Denoting Orienting, and  Enforcing and Alerting as well as the Process of Entering 

Into the State of NREM Researched Using fMRI Technology, on the States of Sleepiness and 

Fatigue). Our interdisciplinary team, of which I was a member, brought together 

psychologists, doctors, biophysicists and computer technology specialists, who prepared and 

conducted an experiment, of which we presented a report which was later published. (2007).      

   We live in a world, in which more and more often, a person knows more than one natural 

language. I have become interested with the problem of organizing bilingualism in the mind. 

We may speak of an earlier and later bilingualism, this division arises also in the organization 

of languages in a healthy human mind. Neuro-imaging research has shown an interesting 

dependency between the degree of fluency attained in using more than one language, and the 

localization of the activity of the structure of the brain (2010).   
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